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Although not brought 
forward in the Montana 
Legislature this year, Nurse 
Compact Licensure (NLC) 
has been discussed over 
the past few months as 
something Montana might 
consider engaging. The NLC 
is supported by both the 
Montana Hospital Association 
and the Board of Nursing 
(BON), two entities our 
Association interacts with 
regularly to advance health 

care in Montana. These groups have provided MNA 
their rationale for their desire to engage the NLC. 
Employers desire to quickly hire new nursing staff 
without the delay of new nurse hires needing to obtain 
a Montana Nurses License. The BON has expressed 
desire to engage the NLC because of telehealth issues. 
While MNA is open to discussing the engagement of 
the NLC, our organization as well as the American 
Nurses Association (ANA) have concerns that must 
be addressed prior to supporting Montana joining the 
NLC. We are committed to continued communication 
and working with these two entities in order to 
collaboratively find solutions to the shared issues they 
are attempting to address. 

 Due to the fact that MNA has openly 
communicated our concerns regarding NLC, we have 
received inquiries regarding what the concerns are 
and what is the substantiating rationale. This article is 
designed to answer those questions and provide clarity 
regarding MNA’s and ANA’s concerns. The following 
are the primary issues needing to be addressed before 
MNA and ANA could support the concept of compact 
licensure for Montana: 

Regulation and Public Safety: By not requiring out-
of-state nurses to be licensed in the state, the 
board of nursing will no longer be reviewing 
license applications of these individuals 
for practice in our state. Employers will be 
responsible for ensuring the licensee does not 
have practice issues. These employers include 
more than just hospital facilities; they include 
offices, clinics, home care, nursing homes, 
hospitals, insurance agencies, and all other 
environments where nurses are employed. 
MNA believes this compromises public safety 
without the expertise of our regulatory board 
reviewing those nurses coming into our state 
to practice and placing the responsibility with 
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Nurse Compact Licensure:
What are MNA’s Concerns?

employers whose desire is to hire the individual. 
In just the last few months, there are examples of 
licensee applications from individuals currently 
licensed in other states that our Montana Board of 
Nursing has denied for public safety reasons. Many of 
the concerning applicants come from nurse travelers 
wanting to work for a short time in our state. Under 
the NLC, the employer would be accepting or denying 
these nurses for practice, not our board of nursing.

How to address: Montana would need a firm 
action plan that instilled confidence that we could 
educate all employers of nurses and other key 
stakeholders regarding the NLC program and how to 
monitor appropriately for unsafe licensees.

It is also unclear to MNA and ANA how licensee 
practice issues are handled in compact states. 
Every state practice act is different and what may 
be acceptable in one state may not be in another. If 
a nurse has a practice issue in Montana but is not 
licensed in our state, another state (the state the nurse 
is licensed in) would be responsible for addressing the 
licensee issue. MNA feels nursing issues in our state 
should be handled by our board of nursing under our 
licensing statute and rules. 

Telemedicine: Telemedicine issues will not be 
resolved by joining the compact. This is a national 
dilemma caused by inconsistent state board policy 
regarding license jurisdiction and rapid technology 
change and likely will have to be resolved at the 
national level. It is MNA and ANA’s position that 
license jurisdiction is attached to the nurse who 
has proven competency to practice and not with 
the location of the patient. It is more realistic and 
logical to have license jurisdiction attached to the 
nurse and nurses have been practicing this way for 
years. Technology now allows patients’ unlimited 
communication and they may be answering their cell 
phones in other states or other countries - wherever 
they may be traveling at the time their nurse calls 
them from Montana. Our APRN’s and registered 
nurses practicing in Montana currently practice 
under a license granted to them. They are contacting 
their patients regularly and unless they ask where 
the patient is answering their phone, they may not 
know the patient is out of the state or possibly out 
of the country. Again, it is only realistic to have the 
jurisdiction with the nurse not where patients may be 
located or happen to be answering their phones. 

How to address: Work nationally to promote a 
consistent policy in all states that license jurisdiction is 
held with the licensed professional nurse. 

Lowered standards for licensure: Montana should 
not accept lower standards of licensure in other 
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states. If Montana were to join the NLC, we would be 
accepting nurses licensed in other states with lower 
licensing standards to practice in Montana. Example: 
Only half of all states require continuing professional 
education. California does not require formal nursing 
education for licensure if the applicant passes the 
NCLEX. Montana would be accepting any licensing 
standards of any state that opted to join the NLC in the 
future or those currently engaged. 

Workforce Data: It will not be possible to capture 
all state specific nursing workforce data because 
not all nurses would be licensed in our state. 
Workforce data collection occurs during licensure 
and renewal of licensure. If part of a nurse licensure 
compact, the Board of Nursing will only have the 
ability to track those licensed in Montana. Collecting 
this data is important as Montana experiences and 
aging population and growing need for healthcare 
professionals in Montana. 

State Sovereignty: Some state Attorneys General 
have rendered formal opinion that the nursing 
licensure compact interferes with state sovereignty. 
Among those states are Oklahoma, Florida and 
Indiana. 

How to address: Montana Nurses Association 
requested the Montana Board of Nursing seek a formal 
opinion from our Attorney General to inquire if this 
would be an issue in our state. This request was denied 
in January 2013.

Financial impact to Montana Board of Nursing: 
MNA has requested information regarding the 
financial impact to the Montana Board of Nursing of 
joining the NLC. To date, a financial analysis has not 
been conducted and/or the information has not been 
provided. MNA was told by NLC administrators that 
the impact is “not significant and only realized in the 
first year.” MNA believes that financial loss would be 
incurred by the BON through loss of revenue from out 
of state individual licensees and an annual fee charged 
by the National Council of State Boards of Nursing 
for joining the NLC. Other cost impact considerations 
include administrative costs for adapting or 
implementing new documents and forms, and costs 
associated with notification and education of compact 
licensees, state stakeholders, and all employers of 
nurses. Finally, there are undetermined miscellaneous 
costs for set up and implementation. It is our 
understanding that there are approximately 4000 out-
of-state residents licensed in Montana. By participating 
in a licensing compact, they would not need to 
be licensed in Montana resulting in an anticipated 
minimum $400,000.00 loss in re-licensure fees. 
Ultimately, we have received no information of the cost 
impact to our state if implemented. We are aware that 
Wyoming pulled their state NLC bill draft this session 
with one reason being stated as cost impact concerns 
of implementation to their board of nursing.

Keeping Montana jobs in Montana: MNA believes 
that Montana jobs should be held by those who live 
in or make the commitment to being licensed in 
our state! Montana nurses are not interested in jobs 
being granted to out of state professionals instead 
of Montana nurses, especially without a minimum 
requirement that they are reviewed and licensed 
by our regulatory board. The nurse compact does 
not solve the national issues with shortages in 
healthcare and nursing. We must work on educational 
opportunities, tuition assistance, faculty shortages, 
compensation for educators, retention issues, transition 
to practice support, and enticing individuals to come 
live in Montana and practice in our state. 

How to address: Collaborative efforts among 
stakeholders to devise and implement a plan for 
addressing these issues. This is currently being 
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discussed among nursing leadership through our state 
Action Coalition and CAHN.

Voice in administration of NLC: The administrators 
of the NLC program at the national level have 
not instilled confidence that our state would 
have influence in decision making. The national 
administrators of the program are non-elected 
individuals who have held “closed door” meetings, 
though they passed a motion in 2011 that allows all 
meetings to be open. The American Nurses Association 
has attempted to attend meetings and has been turned 
away. This has caused an unsettling mistrust of the 
decision making process.

How to address: Obtain assurances that a 
Montana representative with voice and vote would be 
seated on the decision making body of the NLC.

Unanswered questions: The administrators of the 
program make decisions regarding rules and how the 
compact is conducted. Example rule: If a nurse lives in 
Montana for 6 months in the summer and in Arizona 
for 6 months in the winter, which state should he/she 
be licensed in? This is a question for which MNA has 
not been able to obtain an answer. We understand that 
Montana would retain the ability to define and enforce 
the scope and standards of practice for those licensed 
and/or working in the state, but we are not confident 
that the administrators of the compact program 
would provide a conduit for or be open to suggested 
rules changes that Montana might recommend of the 
compact licensure program. There are several licensing 
questions that the administrators are unable to answer 
at this time.

At this point, our Association sees the concerns 
as far out weighing the benefits of NLC. We are 
challenged to see benefit to the program as nurses 
who move to Montana will still need to be licensed 
in Montana within 30 days under the NLC rules. For 
nurses not moving to Montana and desiring to work 
in the state, it seems less complicated for our BON 
to address the licensing procedure to make it more 
streamlined and efficient so employers can hire in 
a timely fashion. The current licensing procedure 
states “ten day processing.” MNA feels this is very 
efficient and realistic for hiring professional nurses 
moving to the state. Addressing any license processing 
issues at the BON is more logical than foregoing the 
requirement of nurses acquiring a license in our state 
altogether.

The Montana Nurses Association supports 
progression of our profession through our professional 
relationships with the Board of Nursing, our hospitals 
and any individual or organization willing to address 
issues facing nursing and health care. With hundreds 
of issues in health care, the reality is that there will 
be times when healthy discussion is required to reach 
consensus or address concerns to resolution before 
moving forward together. It is MNA’s commitment to 
actively engage any conversation regarding NLC. As 
resolutions to the outlined concerns are collaboratively 
addressed, we can all move forward together to make 
changes with positive impact for our profession, our 
patients, and health care in Montana.
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Montana Nurses 
Association Notice 
of Bylaw Proposal 

for 2013
The Bylaws Committee is in the process of 

reviewing and revising the MNA Bylaws. Councils 
and committees are hereby noticed to provide the 
Bylaws Committee with any proposed changes 
for consideration of inclusion for the 2013 MNA 
Convention. Proposals must be received by the 
committee no later than July 4, 2013 and may be 
sent to Sherri@mtnurses.org.

A summary of the current bylaw proposals 
includes:

1. Continued update of bylaws with Election 
Committee language in appropriate sections.

2. Update duties of President to eliminate 
language reflective of a president-elect status.

3. Update language of the Collective Bargaining 
Assembly to reflect current business practices.

4. General language changes that reflect more 
accurately the current business practice of 
MNA

5. Changes to Council on CE

Delegates to the 2013 MNA Convention will 
received notice of the specific bylaws changes and 
will have access to review the bylaw proposals 
electronically 30 days prior to convention as per 
current bylaws language.

JOIN THE WINNING TEAM!

MNA invites you to join the winning team in promoting professional nursing 
practice, standards and education, representation and leadership in promoting 

high quality health care.

Make a commitment to get involved. Whether you walk the 5K by giving 
your input in a focus group or by attending the annual convention or run the 

marathon by running for an office, we need you to make the team strong.

Watch for more details in the next several months.
Check out our website at www.mtnurse.org.

LIKE us on Facebook.
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Political Nurse Leadership Award – founded in 
honor of Mary Munger, RN
This award recognizes a member who has made 
significant contributions to nursing practice and 
health policy through political and legislative activity. 
A candidate must:
•	 Promote	 the	 nursing	 profession	 in	 political	 and	

health care arenas,
•	 Advance	the	knowledge	of	nurses,	politicians,	and	

policy makers concerning nursing and health care 
issues,

•	 Demonstrate	 political	 leadership	 at	 the	 district,	
state, or national levels,

•	 Serve	as	a	mentor	and	role	model	to	other	nurses	
in the political process,

•	 Seek	opportunities	to	advance	Nursing’s	legislative	
agenda through grassroots activity.

Distinguished Nurse of the Year Award – 
founded in honor of Trudy Malone, RN
This award recognizes a member of MNA for 
outstanding contributions made to professional 
nursing. A candidate must:

Awards Nominations & Criteria
Montana Nurses Association 2013

Please review the election criteria of the MNA office at
info@mtnurses.org or go to our website

www.mtnurses.org to obtain nominations forms.

•	Demonstrate	 dynamic	 leadership	 in	 promoting	
excellence in nursing,

•	Demonstrate	 the	 knowledge	 of	 current	 issued	 in	
relation to the goals of the nursing profession,

•	Show	 a	 keen	 awareness	 and	 commitment	 to	
professional nursing ethics,

•	Initiate	positive	action	toward	the	improvement	of	
patient care,

•	Demonstrate	 the	 ability	 to	 work	 well	 with	 other	
members of the health care team.

MNA Award for Excellence for Advanced Practice 
Registered Nurse of the Year –
This award recognizes an APRN who has 
demonstrated excellence in their practice specialty 
area and who has made significant contributions to 
health care and the professional growth of APRNs. A 
candidate must:
•	 Demonstrate	excellence	as	an	APRN	and	as	a	role	

model for other APRNs and the nursing profession 
in general,

•	 Be	involved	as	a	preceptor,	educator,	advocate,	 in	
the political arena, etc.,

•	 Have	 made	 a	 significant	 contribution	 to	 the	
improvement of health care for individuals, 
families or communities,

•	 Be	creative	in	his/her	approach	to	nursing	care,
•	 Have	a	positive	effect	on	clients	and	on	colleagues,
•	 Utilize	current	research	in	practice.

Economic & General Welfare Achievement Award 
– founded in honor of Eileen Robbins, RN
This award recognizes nurses at the local unit level 
who have influenced their work setting through 
collective bargaining activities. A candidate must:
•	 Demonstrate	 commitment	 to	 professional	 nursing	

via individual practice competency and continuing 
educational growth,

•	 Use	 contract	 language	 to	 define,	 monitor,	 and	
enhance nursing practice in the work environment,

•	 Function	 as	 an	 active	 leader	 within	 the	 local	
unit through past or present elected office and 
committee participation.

MNA Historian Award –
This award recognizes an MNA member who has 
demonstrated a consistent, distinct interest in nursing 
history. A candidate must:
•	Participate	 in	 preservation	 of	 historical	 nursing	

documents,
•	Promote	interest	in	nursing	history,
•	Promote	 MNA’s	 History	 &	 Literary	 Endowment	

Fund.

Excellence in Nursing Education Award – 
founded in honor of Peggy Mussehl, RN 
(Continuing Education), and Anna Shannon, RN 
(Formal Education)
This award recognizes a member(s) of MNA for 
professional nurse contributions in the field of either 
formal education and/or continuing education. A 
candidate must:
•	Have	 significant	 involvement	 and	 commitment	 to	

advancing nursing education,
•	Expand	 the	 body	 of	 nursing	 knowledge	 through	

research or other scholarly activities,
•	Challenge	 learner	 to	 achieve	 optimal	 level	 of	

accomplishment.

MNA Award for Excellence for Advanced Practice 
Registered Nurse Advocate of the Year –
This award recognizes a non-APRN in Montana who 
has made a significant contribution to the state of 
health care and/or the practice of APRNs in Montana. 
A candidate must be a/an:
•	Community	 leader	 who	 has	 made	 a	 significant	

contribution to individuals, families communities 
and the health care system,

•	Individual	who	 has	 had	 a	 positive	 impact	 on	 the	
professional growth of APRNs.

Friend of Nursing Award – founded in honor of 
Barbara Booher
This award recognizes a non-nurse who has 
advocated for and/or significantly advanced nursing 
in Montana. The candidate must:
•	 Show	 significant	 long-term	 contributions	 made	

by a non-nurse to Montana’s professional nursing 
community,

•	 Facilitate	 significant	 accomplishments	 for	 the	
Association,

•	 Play	a	key	role	in	assisting	major	successes	within	
the professional nursing community.

Promotion of Nursing Excellence in Media Arts – 
founded in honor of Lynn Hebert
This award recognizes a member of MNA for 
contributions in the field of journalism. The 
candidate must:
•	 Significantly	contribute	to	news	print	publication(s)	

of timely articles and/or photographs regarding 
nurses/nursing;

•	 Actively	contribute	to	the	promotion	of	excellence	
in nursing through any or all media modes.

Dates: 10/2-10/4/2013

Big Sky,
Big Opportunities!

For more information
and to apply, visit

www.billingsclinic.com/careers
or call (406) 238-2638

• Nurse 
Practitioners

• Nursing 
Leadership

• Experienced RNs

Qualified Caring Staff

RNs    LPNs
CNAs              

We are currently taking 
applications for traveling 

careers for licensed / certified 
nursing staff, for long term 
care, hospital, correctional, 
mental health, clinics and 

treatment facilities, 
throughout Montana.

Excellent wages, flexible 
work assignments, and other 

opportunities

For an application or more 
information contact us:

406-360-5199
406-360-5149

Fax 406-363-5726
Email at

angeltravelers@yahoo.com
www.angeltravelers.com

Equal opportunity employer

Colorectal Cancer 
Screening Saves Lives 

“Now THAT I understand.

If you’re over 50, 
get tested for 

colorectal cancer. 

“
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sisters from all across Montana. Educators and 
representatives from MEA-MFT, AFT and NEA also 
stood with the nurses. 

Throughout the rally, nurses were joined by 
firefighters, transportation workers, teamsters, 
communication workers and carpenters. It was a 
lively day, as cars drove by; they waved and tooted 
their horns in support. People stopped by to bring 
the demonstrators food and deliver kind words. The 
event sent a strong message to the hospital and the 
community; the nurses were serious about getting 
a fair contract which addressed their core issues of 
pay equity and bullying/hostility in the workplace. 
A tentative agreement was reached with the hospital 
2 days later. 

Labor Reports and News

Local # 12 Nurses Ratify 
New 2 Year Collective 
Bargaining Agreement

On February 22, 2013, 
Local #12 nurses in 
Havre ratified a new 2 
year contract. The team 
had been engaged in the 
bargaining process since 
early November 2012. The 
new agreement was strongly 
ratified by the nurses. 

The membership was 
involved in the process 
like never before. The 
bargaining team created 
a pre-bargaining survey 

and worked with their peers and MNA labor staff 
to create an issue list of items they wished to be 
addressed during bargaining. Meetings were well 
attended and the membership lent strength to the 
team when the “going got tough”!

Emphasis was placed on regaining Easter as a 
paid holiday, increasing certification pay to the 
MNA standard of $2.00/hour, increasing benefits 
for other than F/T nurses and maintaining a 
generally competitive wage and benefit package. 
The Hospital was very receptive to addressing the 
nurses’ concerns and desire for a contract which 
contains language which would define appropriate 
professional conduct. The Hospital readily agreed 
to add language which will allow both the Union 
and the Hospital to address intimidating, hostile, or 
offensive working environments. Great job, team!

Amy Hauschild
Labor Specialist

Pictured left to right: Pam Olson, Riki Ross, 
Carol Culp, Kristin Donoven

Welcome MNA 
Local #24

Let’s extend a warm welcome to our newest Local 
Unit- MNA Local #24 in Chinook. On February 13, 
2013, an election was held by the National Labor 
Relations Board and registered nurses at Chinook 
Medical Center unanimously voted to choose MNA 
as their certified bargaining agent. First contract 
negotiations began on April 2 and 3. Please join 
us in giving the nurses well wishes. Email your 
“welcome letter” to ahauschild@mtnurses.org and it 
will be forwarded to the nurses. 

On February 19th MNA Local #4 nurses held an 
informational picket as part of their campaign to 
secure a fair contract. The rally was a tremendous 
success; demonstrators included retired nurses, 
hospital employees, members of the clergy, former 
patients, and members of the community. They 
withstood single digit temperatures and strong 
winds to show their support. Approximately 200 
nurses and reprepresentatives from MNA Local 
#4, Montana Nurses Association, Washington 
State Nurses Association, Oregon State Nurses 
Association, Ohio State Nurses Association, 
Montana AFO-CIO, and National Federation of 
Nurses were joined by their union brothers and 

Local #4 Nurses Solidarity Rally and Informational 
Picket Sends a Strong Message in Bozeman

Community members supporting 
Local #4 RNs in Bozeman

Local #4 RNs in 
Bozeman Ratify New 2 

Year Agreement
RNs ratified their new collective bargaining 

agreement on February 28, 2013, following 4 
months of tough negotiations with Bozeman 
Deaconess Hospital. The bargaining unit had 
overwhelmingly rejected the first tentative 
agreement the team reached in mid –December; 
they said the agreement lacked fundamentals the 
nurses had sent the team to the table to achieve.  
They are looking forward to getting back to the 
table in 2014 to continue to bargain the issues that 
were not fully addressed in the ratified agreement, 
including hostility in the workplace and pay equity. 

Pictured left to right: James Fredrickson; Amy 
Hauschild; Matt Larson; Barb Johnson; Maureen 
McGrath

Livingston HealthCare, in Livingston, Montana, 
is accepting applications for the following 

MANAGEMENT positions:

• Clinic Nursing Manager
• ED/Outpatient Infusion Nurse Manager

• Home Care/Hospice Nurse Manager
• Surgical Services Nurse Manager

Livingston HealthCare is a unique group of healthcare 
professionals providing services to the residents of Park 
County and surrounding communities. Included in those 
services are a 25-bed hospital (CAH), a multi-specialty 
physician practice, home care, hospice care, rehab, and 
much more. Pre-employment drug testing required. Full 
time positions with benefits.

If you enjoy fly fishing, skiing and hiking, 
or if you just love the outdoors and are 
looking for a balance of lifestyle and
career, complete an application at 
www.livingstonhealthcare.org
or call 406-823-6471
for more information.

Livingston HealthCare is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

DID YOU KNOW…
Teton Medical Center in Choteau, MT
qualifies for the NURSE Corps
Funding Program?

In exchange for a 2 year service commitment at TMC, nurses can 
get 60% of their school loan paid with a 3rd year eligibility to 
receive an additional 25% of loan balance. 

Applicant eligibility includes:
•	 Has	received	baccalaureate	or	associate	degree	in	nursing
•	 Has	current	permanent	unrestricted	license	as	an	RN	in	the	state	of	

Montana
•	 Be	employed	at	least	32	hours	

To take advantage of this federally funded NURSE Corps Program 
and for more information on working with our Dynamic team of providers 

Call us (406) 466-5763 • www.tetonmedicalcenter.net
EOE
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Labor Reports and News

Robin Haux

We did it again! Another 
very successful Labor Retreat 
at Chico Hot Springs! It was 
refreshing to see almost 
all new participants who 
provided enthusiasm to 
this retreat, as well as the 
current local unit leaders 
who offered advice and 
experience to our new and 
upcoming leaders.

A number of topics were 
presented including new 

ways to distribute important local information by 
utilizing free social media outlets. We also provide 
a presentation on the proper use of these outlets! 
In addition Kelly Trautner, Deputy Executive 
Officer for the Ohio Nurses Association, presented 
the members with a very informative report 
on the Affordable Health Care Act and some of 
its implications to how we may direct contract 
negotiations.

Kelly Trautner, Deputy Executive Officer, Ohio 
Nurses Association

LABOR RETREAT 2013 – Proud to Be A Union RN!

Robin Haux

Lorrain Seidel and Barbara Crane from the 
National Federation of Nurses brought a heart-felt 
speech on the importance of our Union and the 
differences nurses make every day. In addition, 
your Executive Director Lori Chovanak spoke 
passionately about MNA and how your Union works 
for Montana nurses every day. We covered many 
topics over the retreat 
and not only did we 
provide education to the 
participants, your Labor 
Staff learned from these 
members as well.

The MNA Labor Staff 
was truly impressed with 
the enthusiasm at this 
year’s Labor Retreat. The 
Staff strives to provide 
pertinent information 
and hopes to encourage 

Labor
Retreat 2013

Andy Sever, Director of Personnel Services Montana School Boards 
Association

involvement in our Local units. With each Labor 
Retreat, we see the importance of bringing together 
our nurse labor leaders. This meeting provides a 
great opportunity to build unity, solidarity, and 
create a network for leaders to learn. 

We are already looking forward to next year’s 
Labor Retreat and hope to see you all there!

Starting at age 50,
all Montanans should be
tested for colorectal cancer.

Screening can prevent colorectal cancer.

www.montana.edu/nursing
406-994-3783

BUILD A CAREER -
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Undergraduate Degree Options

•	Bachelor	of	Science	in	Nursing	(BSN)	degree
•	Accelerated	BSN	degree	for	post-baccalaureate	

students

Graduate Degree Options
•	Master	of	Nursing	(MN)

Clinical Nurse Leader
•	Doctor	of	Nursing	Practice	(DNP)

Family	Nurse	Practitioner	(FNP)	specialty
Family Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner 
	 	 (FPMHNP)	specialty

Now Hiring: *Campus Director/Missoula * Tenure Track Faculty
* Non-Tenure Track Faculty

See our current vacancy announcements at www.montana.edu/nursing
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In the last issue of The 
Pulse, we talked about the 
steps you could take if you 
were interested in getting 
approval to provide a 
continuing education activity 
for nurses – becoming an 
activity provider. This article 
describes the process for 
becoming an approved 
provider for continuing 
nursing education.

What is the difference 
between an activity 
provider and an approved 
provider? When you want 

to award contact hours for a single continuing 
education activity, you need to follow the criteria 
published by the American Nurses Credentialing 
Center’s Accreditation Program to ensure that the 
activity is planned and developed in accordance 
with best practices for educational design. You use 
the application form on the MNA web site to submit 
your application to MNA’s accredited approver unit. 
A process of peer review is instituted to analyze 
your application and supporting documents. If 
criteria are met, you have permission to award 
contact hours for that one activity for a period of 
two years. The same process is followed for any 
additional activities you wish to offer.

Some organizations want to do a larger number 
of continuing education activities. Typically, if you 
offer more than 3-5 activities per year, it is more 
cost effective to apply to be an approved provider 
rather than seeking individual activity approval. 
Fees for an individual activity approval range 
from $50 to $300, depending on the number of 
contact hours offered. The application fee to be an 
approved provider is $1275 once every three years, 
plus a $100 annual fee in the non-renewal years, 
regardless of the number of activities developed and 
presented. So for a total of $1475, you can plan and 
implement as many continuing education activities 
as you wish and award contact hours for those 
activities.

How do you become an approved provider? 
There are several eligibility criteria that must be 
met for you to be able to submit an application 
for approved provider status. You must have a 
registered nurse with a minimum of a baccalaureate 
degree in nursing on board as the primary 
nurse planner. This RN must be familiar with 
accreditation program criteria and the guidelines 
of the MNA accredited approver unit. The provider 
unit-to-be must be set up according to these criteria 
and must be operational for a period of six months 
prior to seeking approved provider status. During 
this time, organizations typically work to meet 
another eligibility requirement – development 
of three individual activities that demonstrate 
adherence to criteria and are submitted for activity 
approval by MNA. These activities are then 
implemented and evaluated according to criteria 
and form the basis for the applicant’s ability to 
complete the provider application.

Here are the specific steps to becoming an 
approved provider:

1. Develop and submit one individual learning 
activity to MNA for approval to award contact 
hours. The activity must be developed 
according to criteria specified on the MNA 
web site (www.mtnurses.org, then click 
on continuing education and individual 
activities). There must be an RN with a 
minimum of a BSN who guides the work of 
the planning committee for the activity.

2. After receiving approval for this first activity, 
begin planning for the second activity, 

Continuing Education

Becoming an Approved Provider for 
Continuing Nursing Education

Pamela Dickerson
PhD, RN-BC, 
Continuing 

Education Director

again following criteria and with the active 
involvement of the BSN-prepared nurse 
planner. At this time, begin reviewing the 
instructions for operation of an approved 
provider unit and set up your processes 
the way they will work once you receive 
provider approval. Provider instructions are 
also on the MNA web site, under continuing 
education/approved provider. 

3. Implement and evaluate the first activity, 
summarize the evaluation data, and consider 
how this activity has helped to promote 
professional development of the nurses 
who participated and contributed to quality 
patient care. One of the very important 
features of an approved provider unit is that 
it focuses on outcomes, so you will want 
to start that mode of thinking with your 
individual activities.

4. Submit the second activity for approval. If 
you have received feedback that corrections 
were needed on the first application, this 
will be an opportunity to demonstrate 
improvement in meeting the criteria. Once 
approval has been granted, implement and 
evaluate this activity just as you did with the 
first one.

5. Develop and submit a third activity for 
approval, demonstrating evidence of 
adherence to all criteria. Plan and implement 
this activity after approval has been obtained. 

6. Begin writing the provider unit application. 
There are four parts to the application – 
organizational overview, structural capacity, 
educational design process, and quality 
outcomes. You will be asked to provide 
relevant data about your organization to 
answer the organizational overview items. 
For the remainder of the application, you will 
be asked to respond to a series of criteria, 
providing a narrative description of your 
process and an example of how you have 
implemented each criterion. Writing the 
provider application typically takes several 
weeks and involves a number of people.

7. While in the process of writing your provider 
application, submit the “Eligibility to Become 
an Approved Provider” form to MNA. This 
form will enable you to provide evidence 
to support your eligibility to become an 
approved provider. The eligibility form will 
be reviewed with the Nurse Peer Review 
Leader at MNA. This is the person who is 
accountable for all functions of the MNA 
accredited approver unit. You will receive 
confirmation of eligibility once the form has 
been reviewed.

8. Submit your provider application to MNA. As 
an initial applicant, you will need to submit 
the application itself and selected items from 
your individual activity files. Upon receipt, 
the application will undergo quantitative 
review, and you will have an opportunity to 
submit any items that may have inadvertently 
been omitted.

9. MNA engages in a peer review process which 
is standardized with all accredited approver 
units in the United States. Qualified peer 
reviewers will perform a qualitative analysis 
of your application materials and will notify 
the MNA continuing education office if 
there are items that do not meet the quality 
standard. You will have an opportunity to 
submit additional information to clarify your 
descriptions and examples.

10. Once the peer review process is completed, 
a decision about approval is made. Once 
approved as a provider of continuing nursing 
education, you have the ability to plan, 
implement, and evaluate your own activities 
for a period of three years. Annual reports 
are required to be submitted to MNA, along 
with responses to periodic monitoring 
requests. These actions help to assure that 
you are continuing to follow accreditation 
program criteria during your period of 
approval.

There are numerous resources available to 
support you on the journey to becoming an 
approved provider. First and foremost, the 
Continuing Education Specialist (Kathy Schaefer, 
kathy@mtnurses.org) and the Continuing Education 
Director (Pam Dickerson, pam@mtnurses.org) 
are available to answer questions and provide 
guidance at any step along the way. The web site 
(www.mtnurses.org) contains information for 
both your individual activity and your approved 
provider applications, along with related forms 
and instructions. Periodic newsletters, webinars, 
and other learning opportunities are provided for 
you, and there is an Approved Provider Update 
workshop held annually. Our goal is to help you be 
successful in offering quality continuing education 
to nurses. Strong evidence supports the value of 
ongoing professional development in improving 
patient care, aiding retention, and promoting 
growth of RNs. Let us know how we can help you!

Montana Nurses Association’s 
Continuing Education Department

OFFICE HOURS

First Wednesday of Every Month from 
1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Ask Questions Regarding 
Continuing Education Individual 
Activities, Approved Providers

For call in information contact 
Kathy@mtnurses.org or call 442-6710

Boise State is a progressive learning-oriented, student focused university dedicated 
to academic excellence. At Boise State you will find an academic community that 
values diversity and prepares students to become leaders in nursing.

For over 55 years, the School of Nursing has been recognized as the largest Nursing 
program in Idaho promoting excellence in teaching, research, and service.

A variety of courses and program options are available to fit your needs:

•	 A	student-friendly	RN-BS	program	taught	entirely	online	for	nurses	who	
want to complete their BS degree in nursing.

•	 Unique	Masters	program	taught	entirely	online.	Focused	on	nursing	care	of	
populations. Nurses manage and coordinate; yet few programs prepared us 
to look at aggregates of populations to make data based decisions.

We invite you to contact us to 
determine if Boise State’s School 
of Nursing is the right fit for you.

Becky White, Student Recruiter
208-426-4632
Beckywhite1@boisestate.edu

D I S C O V E R  B O I S E  S TAT E  U N I V E R S I T Y
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Montana Nurses 
Association 

APRN Spring Pharmacology Conference
Helena, MT 2014

CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Montana Nurses Association

APRN Pharmacology Conference 2014

Are you interested in presenting a concurrent 
session at next year’s APRN Pharmacology 
Conference? Now is the time to submit your 
proposal. Please complete the following information 
and return to Kathy Schafer (kathy@mtnurses.
org) by September 1, 2013. Primary presenters for 
accepted proposals will be notified by 9/15/13.

Name of Primary Presenter:  ____________________

Degrees, Credentials, Certifications: 
(e.g. MSN, RN, CNP) ___________________________

Email address: ________________________________

Telephone (best number to reach you): __________________
(note: this is the person with whom MNA will communicate)

Names and credentials of co-presenters, if any:

______________________________________________

Title of proposed presentation:

______________________________________________

Objectives of proposed presentation: (list only 
1-2 objectives, including one measurable verb per 
objective, such as describe, examine, discuss)

1. ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________
Target audience for this session:  ________________
(e.g. neonatal nurse practitioners)

Why do you believe this content is relevant to the 
target audience? Please identify the gap you see in 
knowledge, skill, or practice that makes this session 
important for APRNs.

Brief description of content to be included:

Will the session include information relevant for 
pharmacology contact hours? ____ Yes ____  No

Thank you!

APRN Conference 2013
By Heather Sand, APRN

Council on Advanced Practice
Chair Elect

The annual APRN pharmacology conference was 
held in Helena at the Great Northern Hotel April 5th 

and 6th, 2013. It 
was attended by 
over 60 APRNs. 
Also attending 
were many vendors 
and outstanding 
speakers. Several 
topics of interest 
were available 
this year including 
diabetes, chest 

pain, HIV, men’s health, oncology, and many more. 
MNA staff were also available to answer questions and 
enable APRNs to become members of MNA. There 
was MNA merchandise available for order/purchase 
and many door prizes were given away. Delicious 
breakfasts and lunches were served. APRNs had the 
ability to dialogue with colleagues from around the 
state during breaks. Feedback heard throughout the 
conference was very positive.

I encourage all APRNs to consider attending 
next year’s 
p h a r m a c o l o g y 
conference which 
will be held March 
28th and 29th, 
2014. We are 
always looking 
for interested 
individuals to 
present at these 
events and would 
graciously accept proposals for topics and speakers. 
Use the “Call for Proposals” in this issue of the Pulse to 
submit your suggestion or contact the Montana Nurses 
Association Continuing Education Department (kathy@
mtnurses.org) for more information. 

Continuing Education

MNA Montana 
Approved Providers

St. Vincent Healthcare
Billings, MT

Kalispell Regional Healthcare System
Kalispell, MT

Benefis Healthcare Systems
Great Falls, MT

St. Peter’s Hospital
Helena, MT

Community Medical Center
Missoula, MT

Bozeman Deaconess Hospital
Bozeman, MT

St. Patrick Hospital
Missoula, MT

Billings Clinic
Billings, MT

MT Geriatric Education Center
Missoula, MT

St. James Healthcare
Butte, MT

Montana Hospital Association
Helena, MT

Montana Health Network
Miles City, MT

Livingston Healthcare
Livingston, MT

Montana Healthcare Association
Helena, MT

Montana Public Health Training Institute
Helena, MT

Mountain Pacific Quality Health
Helena, MT

North Valley Hospital
Whitefish,MT

Partnership Health Center
Missoula, MT

Billings  (406) 294-0785
Bozeman (406) 556-0640

Butte  (406) 494-6114
Helena (406) 442-2214

Serving:

Missoula (406) 549-2766

We’re looking for nurses 
of the CARING KIND.

You have a CHOICE.  Ask for us by name.

Ferry County Memorial Hospital and Clinics 
are a great place to work! 

(And Republic, Washington is a wonderful place to live!)

If you are looking for a hospital career and would like to explore 
opportunities at a rural, critical-access facility located in North Central 

Washington near the Canadian Border, we would be happy to talk with you.

Seeking: Qualified RNs with ER experience and a Nurse Practitioner
If you’d like the opportunity to “do it all,” this is the place!

Application at www.fcphd.org
Submit App pkt, with cover and resume to:

Human Resources
36 Klondike Rd., Republic, WA 99166

or ramseyn1@fcphd.org

Medical case Manager
The Case Manager (CM) evaluates medical care 
alternatives for cases of illness, injuries or medical/
surgical diagnoses that require extensive services. 
The CM will foster positive working relationships, 
both within StarPoint and with StarPoint’s external 
customers. This position is conducted telephonically.

RN licensure and three (3) years clinical practice 
experience. Certified Case Manager certification 
required, may be obtained after hire date. Must 
possess organizational skills and the ability to 
prioritize multiple tasks, attend to detail and 
follow through to completion. Must have excellent 
communication skills and be customer service 
oriented.

We offer a generous benefit package that includes 
employer paid med/dental/vision coverage, STD/
LTD, life, 401(k) with general match, profit sharing, 
continuing education, paid time off, health club 
reimbursement and flexible benefits.

The successful candidate will be working in our 
Missoula, MT office.

For complete job description and to apply 
online visit: www.askallegiance.com
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How to Work with Stress and Challenging Emotions
By Dave Johnstone, RN, BSN

I recently became acquainted with the story of a 
nurse (I’ll call her Jane) who sounded like she was 
fighting for her sanity. The degree of stress she was 
experiencing was viscerally palpable. Jane related 
the following story (details have been changed to 
protect the privacy of all involved).

One day last week I came to work, received 
report from the previous nurse and felt 
myself teetering on the brink of having a 
panic attack. The nurse going off looked 
wrecked. She handed me the kardex. The 
first of my new patients needed blood hung, 
the next was on a heparin drip and needed 
a CBC drawn. Client number three needed 
an Epogen injection. The fourth client was 
a brittle diabetic with blood sugars that had 
been all over the place. The last two patients 
were more of the same. One had had a 
recent knee replacement who kept trying 
to walk without assistance and then the last 
client had just had a valve replacement. Later, 
one of our CNAs had to go home because 
they got clobbered with a raging stomach 
virus, leaving us short-staffed. That was the 
beginning of a shift that ended up being 
chaotic and exhausting... which sadly is more 
often the norm than the exception now.

Is stress really that bad?
While you may or may not be experiencing the 

same degree of stress that Jane is, it is important 
to know that there are ways of coping with 
experiences that provoke stress either in work 
or in life outside of work. Stress can impact an 
individual’s physical body, their mood and their 
behavior. If stress continues for longer periods of 
time, it may weaken your immune system and put 
your body at an increased risk for: heart disease, 
sleeping problems, digestive problems, depression, 
obesity, and memory impairment. It may reduce 
your quality of life and may even reduce your life 
expectancy. On a more day-to-day basis, the body 
can get run-down and begin to experience muscle 
tension, muscle aches, headaches, and reduced 
psychological resilience.

With regard to an individual’s mood, stress may 
result in anxiety, lack of motivation, irritability, 
anger, sadness and depression. If left untreated 
these may impact relationships with friends and 
family, your ability to enjoy life and may adversely 
impact ability to care for your patients.

How is stress impacting your life?
Consider the degree of stress and anxiety you 

experience in the various aspects of your life right 
now. Sadly, many of us may know we hurt in some 
way from stress, but are in denial as to how it really 
impacts our life. Generally, people prefer not to 
look at this aspect of their life. There may be fear 
that they are “being negative” or have a belief that 
they have no options, so why worry about it. They 
may also have a fear that it will hurt more if it is 
looked at in depth. But by facing these challenges 
in a healthy manner, you create the possibility for 
change. I encourage you to pause for a moment, 

grab a pen and paper, and write down how stress 
and anxiety are impacting your health, behavior, 
mood, relationships and quality of life. Take some 
time to do this and then write down what is likely 
to happen if you continue down this road without 
making any changes. For some of you the results 
may not be significant, but for others it could mean 
severe loss. If after answering the above questions, 
you have concern for your future, do something to 
address the problem. As Einstein said, “Insanity 
is doing the same thing, over and over again, but 
expecting different results.”

How can a nurse work with stress?
One way to work with stress, anxiety and 

burnout is by practicing mindfulness. There is 
a growing body of research that points to the 
effectiveness of this practice in working with 
anxiety and depression (Hofmann, Sawyer, Witt 
&	 Oh,	 2010).	 Additionally,	 it	 has	 been	 making	
headlines for its health benefits. One study found 
that mindfulness meditation slows the progression 
of HIV, others found that it can reduce the 
symptoms of depression, lower blood pressure and 
speed up healing. It has been taught to firefighters, 
law enforcement personnel, marines, and nurses. 
Anyone who experiences stress and anxiety may 
benefit from this simple and cost-effective practice.

How does mindfulness work?
Mindfulness practice effectively supports 

creating a vibrant and meaningful life because 
it helps an individual see more clearly what is 
happening in their mind and allows one to notice 
when their mood is going into a downward spiral.  
By learning to do this effectively, one can mitigate 
the downward spiral of emotions by dropping into 
present moment living. The truth is that everyone 
experiences pain, but not everyone experiences 
the same degree of suffering from that pain. For 
example, if two people stub their toe on a sidewalk, 
they may have completely different experiences of 
suffering. One person may practice mindfulness by 
focusing on the present moment sensations of the 
pain and emotions that come from hitting his toe 
and walk away limping until the pain goes away. 
For this person, the pain was real, but they did not 
create additional suffering. Another person could 
stub their toe and curse their luck, bemoan that 
this is how the rest of their week is likely to go, 
call themselves a klutz or take out their frustration 
by hitting a wall with their fist.  This is an extreme 
example, but it allows one to see that the suffering 
of the second individual is much greater than the 
suffering of the first, even though their degree of 
pain was the same. Because mindfulness is simple 
to incorporate into work and life settings and 
doesn’t require a lot of time, it is a powerful tool for 
nurses and other healthcare workers to practice.

A beginning...
Mindfulness can be practiced in many different 

forms and can be a simple and effective tool to use 
throughout life and especially when at work. The 
R.A.I.N acronym is often considered a helpful guide 
for this type of practice.

R = Recognize what is happening in the present 
moment

A = Allow your inner life to unfold just as it is

I = Investigate your experience (sensations, 
emotions, and thoughts)

N = Non-identify with whatever is there.

The R.A.I.N acronym is a practice you can use 
both as a nurse on the unit or in your personal 
life. It is especially helpful in working with 
challenging emotions. Over the next few days, 
strive to recognize when a strong emotion is 
present and simply allow it to be present. Much of 
our stress and anxiety comes about from resisting 
the emotions we are experiencing. In order to 
investigate, it may be helpful to use questions such 
as: What sensations am I experiencing around this 
challenge? Where am I experiencing tension? What 
is the quality of this tension? One important point 
to remember with investigation is to be gentle with 
oneself. The investigation should have the quality of 
curiosity one might see a child have when she sees 
a bubble for the first time. It is a gentle fascination.  
Lastly, non-identification means that one’s sense 
of self is not tied to the strong emotions one may 
be experiencing. This allows for much greater 
flexibility and psychological resilience.

Mindfulness is simple, but not necessarily easy. It 
takes practice.

Dave Johnstone, RN, BSN – Dave is a 
psychiatric nurse, therapist, speaker, and workshop 
facilitator. He welcomes questions and also enjoys 
hearing from nurses about strategies they have 
developed to skillfully work with stress in the 
professional setting. He may be contacted at his 
website: www.EmbodyYourTruth.com/contact.

Hofmann,	S.,	Sawyer,	A.,	Witt,	A.,	&	Oh,	D.	(2010).	
The effect of mindfulness-based therapy on 
anxiety and depression: A meta-analytic review. 
Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 
78(2), 169-183.

•	Clinic	Nurse	(RN)
•	Quality	Analyst	–	Education	Coordinator	(RN)
•	Per	Diem/Relief	positions	available	in	various	
departments

Simplify your nursing research...

Read The Montana Pulse 
Online!

nursingALD.com
Access The Montana Pulse as well as over 
5 years of 39 State Nurses Association and 

Board of Nursing Publications.

Contact us at (800) 626-4081 for advertising 
information.
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Expanding Healthcare for Montana

Are you looking for a life changing experience? 

We are looking for a few special nurses to take 
care of our very special children.

Please consider the challenging work of
nursing emotionally disturbed children

at Shodair Children’s Hospital.

We currently have RN and LPN positions
on our Acute and Adolescent Units. 

New graduates are welcome!

We promise, you will never be the same.

Please see our website
at Shodair.org or call
Chris Bates,DON at

(406) 444-7549 

The 63rd Legislature Left Important Work Undone
The 63rd Montana Legislature adjourned without 

taking action on one of the most important pieces 
of public policy before them – the acceptance of 
federal funds to expand health care to uninsured 
Montanans. As a result, up to 70,000 Montanans 
were denied health coverage that would have 
saved lives, lowered health care costs for all of 
us, and protected rural hospitals struggling with 
uncompensated care. It’s not too late to do the right 
thing. Legislators left the Capitol with three days 
remaining in the session. They owe it to Montana to 
go back and finish their work.

For months, legislators have heard from low-wage 
workers who aren’t offered and can’t afford health 
insurance, who have fallen sick or been injured, 
and who can’t access the treatments that would 
help them get back to work. They have heard from 

hospitals – large and small, urban and rural – all 
struggling under the weight of uncompensated care 
provided to the uninsured. They have heard from 
prominent business leaders, the Montana Chamber 
of Commerce, and local chambers from Billings to 
Kalispell, all urging legislators to take advantage of 
billions of dollars in federal funds and thousands 
of jobs created. They have heard from health care 
experts and advocates that failure to act would 
continue to drive the uninsured to emergency 
rooms and increase health care costs for all of us. 
They have heard from economists, budget experts, 
and local government officials that both the state 
and local governments would experience large 
savings in health care expenses if coverage was 
expanded.

All session long, legislators heard from doctors 

and nurses who treat patients forced to forgo 
preventative care and early treatment because they 
simply can’t afford it. They heard from veterans 
who have honorably served our country but can’t 
access the health care they need. They heard from 
workers who care for our seniors and people with 
disabilities, but who are uninsured themselves. 
They heard from Montanans all across this state 
who explained that families, businesses, and 
providers would be paying for Medicaid expansion 
whether the state took advantage of the federal 
funds available to us or not.

Thousands of Montanans called and emailed 
their legislators and urged them to put politics 
aside and do the right thing for Montana’s economy, 
working families, and our health care system. They 
were all ignored.

Legislators on both sides of the aisle worked 
tirelessly with the Governor to find meaningful 
compromise that would satisfy a majority of 
legislators in both parties by using the available 
federal dollars to purchase private insurance 
for low-wage workers. Against great odds, they 
succeeded. But through procedural gamesmanship, 
this critically important issue never got a full debate 
and vote on the House floor. As a result, $1.5 billion 
in federal funds were rejected, along with over 
12,000 jobs those funds would have created in the 
next three years alone.

Montana deserves better. It’s not too late to 
tell your legislators to do the right thing – accept 
the federal funds that Montanans have helped 
pay for, expand health care for up to 70,000 
Montanans, and boost our economy. Please visit 
www.MontanasFuture.org to sign a petition asking 
legislators to finish their work. Montana families, 
businesses, and health care providers are counting 
on you.

Mineral Regional Health Center in Superior, Montana
Full-time Licensed 

Practical Nurse
Requirements:
•	 LPN	Licensure
•	 One	year	physician	office	
 experience desired 
•	 EMR	experience	preferred
•	 Ability	to	multi-task	and	work	in	a	team	setting
•	 Maintains	quality	and	efficiency

Duties:
•	 Patient	intakes:	obtaining	medical	history	and	measures	vital	signs
•	 Administers	injections	and	assists	with	procedures
•	 Assists	in	medication	refills
•	 Handles	patient	phone	calls	and	triage
•	 Accurately	documents	in	patients’	charts

Competitive wages and excellent benefits including: health, dental & vision 
insurance, retirement, life insurance and hospital/health center discounts.

Please contact Stacy at 406.822.4841 or stacy@mchospital.net for 
application and questions or visitwww.mineralcommunityhospital.org

Currently recruiting 
for the following 

positions:

•  Magnet Program 
Coordinator

•  Cardiovascular OR 
RN

•  Cath Lab/EP RN

•  ICU RN Nights

•  Critical Care 
Resource RN

Glacier National Park, mountains, lakes, 
ski resorts, golf, fresh air, friendly people, 
and excellent schools all accompany this 

rapidly progressing
303-bed hospital.

Laurie O’Leary, Human Resources
310 Sunnyview Lane, 
Kalispell, MT 59901

406-752-1760 • Fax 406-751-4123
loleary@krmc.org 

www.krmc.org
Drug Free • EOE

Montana Is Calling You!!!
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Membership

Has your contact 
information 

changed?
New name? New address?

New phone number? New email address?

If so, please email or call the 
Montana Nurses Association to update your 
contact information: sherri@mtnurses.org 

or 406-442-6710

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS!

The Montana Nurses Association
would like to invite you

to join us today

BeNefiTs iNclude:

• EmpowEring rns to usE thEir 
voicEs in thE workplacE

• improving patiEnt carE

• having input rEgarding wagEs 
ANd BeNefiTs

• continuing Education 
opportunitiEs

• lEgislativE rEprEsEntation

call or email today
sherri@mtnurses.org

(406) 422-1052
Applications also available

on our website
mtnurses.org

 www.westmont.org
Promoting quality of life for individuals with 

Disabilities through growth and independence.
LPNs work with adults with disabilities in group homes and 

residential settings. Duties include assisting with daily living tasks, 
employment activities and specific nursing duties as assigned. 

Competitive wages and benefits in a fulfilling work environment.

2708 Bozeman Ave.
Helena, MT 59601

For more information, please visit

www.tetonhospital.org
Click on the “careers” tab
Drug Free Employer/EOE

Your Health... 
             Our Mission

Join the Best New Leadership Team in Montana . . .
Featured Employment Opportunities:

• Physician Assistant
• Pharmacist
• Medical Laboratory Technician (MLT)

HOSPITAL
•	24/7	Emergency	Room	 •	Ultra	Sound	 •	Occupational	Therapy	 •	Helipad	for	Transport
•	Surgery	Services	 •	Digital	Mammograms	 •	Respiratory	Therapy	 			Services
•	Endoscopy	 •	Dexascan	 •	Ambulance	Services	 •	Registered	Dietitian
•	Colonoscopy	 •	GE	Bright	Speed	Elite		 •	Sleep	Lab	 •	Physical	Therapy
•	Laboratory/Testing	 			CT	Scan	 •	Imaging	(X-Ray)	

NURSING HOME
•	59-Bed	Facility	 •	24-hour	Nursing	 •	Pet	Therapy	 •	Memory	Loss	Unit
•	37-Private	Rooms	 •	Exercise	Program	 •	Volunteer	Services	 •	Planned	Activities	
      and Parties

HOME HEALTH/DME
•	Nurses,	PT	and	OT	Therapists	 •	Home	Chore	Program	 •	Oxygen	 •	CPAP	Therapy
•	Durable	Medical	Equipment 

HEALTH CLINIC & WELLNESS CENTER
•	Walk-in	Clinic	 •	Annual	Physicals	 •	Immunizations	 •	Well	Child	Exams
•	Family	Medicine	 •	Wound	Care	 •	Laboratory/Testing	 •	Geriatrics
•	Obstetrics	 •	DOT/DMV	Physicals	 •	Cardiac	Rehabilitation	 •	Forever	Fit
•	Women’s	Health	 •	Biopsies	 •	Wellness	Center
•	Pediatrics	 •	Mole	Removal	 •	Sports	Injury	Rehabilitation

Pondera Medical Center, 805 Sunset Blvd, Conrad, MT 59425
406-271-3211 • www.ponderamedical.com

Visit our website for more information

$5,000 Sign-on/$5,000 Relo
Harrison Medical Center in Bremerton, Washington is 
building	their	Cardiovascular	Operating	Room	(CVOR)	team.	
We currently have permanent positions for CVOR Nurses, with 
on-call requirements.

Harrison Medical Center’s Surgical Department consists of 
12	rooms,	including	2	CVOR	rooms	and	one	Endovascular	Lab.	
The facility performs over 10,000 surgical procedures/year.

Harrison’s	CVOR	team	performs	over	1,000	surgical	cases/
year. Our cardiovascular services have been recognized 
regionally and nationally for outstanding quality, from our 
exceptionally skilled surgeons and staff to our state of the 
art technology. We are looking for talented, team oriented 
RNs with experience in circulator and/or scrub positions for 
complex cardiac and vascular cases. Must have previous open 
heart experience.

To apply, please visit 

www.harrisonmedical.org/employment
EOE

WE DON’T SETTLE, NOR SHOULD YOU!
The Springs at Missoula is seeking LPNs & CNAs for full and 
part-time positions. 8-12 hour shifts. We seek persons with 
the following character traits: Enthusiastic, Tender-hearted 
& Kind, Self-Motivated, Tenacious for Quality, Never-Ending 
Compassion & a Friendly Smile. We offer organization, 
support, camaraderie, and commitment to quality. Stop by 
3710 American Way for an application or email: 
sevans@thespringsliving.com

The Springs at Missoula Continuing Retirement Community
“The best place for the best people to work”
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Around the State

Your Feedback
Is Needed

Nurses are recognized as leaders in health care. 
In fact, one of the recommendations from the 
Future of Nursing: Advancing Health, Leading 
Change (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 2011) is 
that nurses assume a great leadership role in health 
care organizations to advance change.

In order to help Montana nurses further improve 
their leadership, we are seeking your input in 
order to plan educational activities! The Nursing 
Leadership Professional Development Council of 
the Montana Center to Advance Health through 
Nursing (CAHN; www.mtcahn.org) will be sending 
out a series of brief ten item surveys by email to as 
many nurses (LPNs and RNs) as we can reach. The 
surveys will be done through Survey Monkey and 
the results will be anonymous. The final survey will 
also collect anonymous demographic data to help 
us plan the activities. 

The links to the first two surveys are:

Survey 1: Communication -
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Y9DZ367

Survey 2: Collaboration and Networking -
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SF8PCBL

Survey 3: Decision-Making, Problem-Solving and 
Trouble-Shooting Competencies – 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/J2CPW8P

Please take a few minutes to complete the 
surveys and encourage your nurse friends (LPNs 
and RNs) to do them also.

The links for all the surveys will be posted on 
the CAHN website (www.mtcahn.org) as they 
become available. If you or someone you know 
misses a survey, you can click on the link to access 
each survey. The surveys will be open until four 
weeks after the last survey link is posted.

The interim results of the survey will be reported 
at the April 19th and 20th, 2013, leadership 
conference held at the Hilton Garden Inn, Bozeman 
(see www.mtcahn.org for further details). The 
finals results of the survey will be posted on 
the CAHN website and reported in the Montana 
Nurse Association Pulse and the Montana Board of 
Nursing publication.

If you are interested in learning more about 
the Montana Center to Advance Health Through 
Nursing or the Council for Nursing Professional 
Leadership, please contact either Casey Blumenthal 
at casey@mtha.org or Cynthia Gustafson at 
CGustafson@mt.gov. We look forward to hearing 
your input from the surveys!

SOURCE OF SURVEY ITEMS: This survey is an 
adaptation of items from the following publication:

Grossman, S. (2007). Assisting critical care nurses 
in acquiring leadership skills: Development of a 
leadership and management competency checklist. 
Dimensions of Critical Care Nursing, 26(2),57-65.

Written by Demaris Rae Bruce
account representative

MONTANA PARENT MAGAZINE

copyright - originally published in Montana 
Parent magazine; reprinted with permission

Daylyn Porter wasn’t a panicked new mother, 
unaccustomed to the crying of a newborn, or 
exhausted from the experience of giving birth 
for the first time. She wasn’t overwhelmed from 
the unknown demands of an infant or unaware 
of a new baby’s need. She was a pediatric nurse 
with years of professional experience under her 
belt and the very real, personal experience of 
having already birthed and mothered a child.

And yet she was frustrated that her new baby 
cried. And cried and cried. Every day there was 
a period of time in which her baby girl was 
inconsolable, unable to stop crying on her own. 
It was as if she was in pain and was trying to 
release it. It just went on and on, and seemingly 
never stopped. Daylyn tried the soothing 
techniques that she knew about: she used a blow 
dryer to create white noise, she took her baby 
on long drives, she used constant movement 
and motion to distract her. Nothing worked. 
Finally, Daylyn took her baby to the doctor, who 
examined her and diagnosed the baby had colic. 

Colic is a condition in which an otherwise 
healthy baby cries or displays symptoms of 
distress (cramping, moaning, etc.) frequently and 
for extended periods, without any discernible 
reason. The strict medical definition of colic is 
a condition of a healthy baby in which it shows 
periods of intense, unexplained fussing/crying 
lasting more than 3 hours a day, more than 3 
days a week for more than 3 weeks. So it is no 
more than a collection of symptoms and not a 
medical event.

As a pediatric nurse at Helena’s St. Peter’s 
Hospital, Daylyn had also treated cases 
of Shaken Baby syndrome (SBS), and was 
seeing the incidence of babies suffering from 
SBS increase at an alarming rate. She now 
understood that any parent can become so 
frustrated with inconsolable infant crying that 
the baby can be roughly shaken in an attempt 
to get the baby to stop crying. Daylyn became 
passionate about advocating on behalf of 
the victims of SBS, and ultimately worked to 
pass legislation that requires information on 
prevention of shaken baby syndrome to be 
provided to new parents. Now she has joined 
with Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies, which 

Healthy Mothers Healthy Babies

PURPLE Montana
has secured funding to make this educational 
process possible. The Montana Children’s Trust 
Fund recently awarded $110,000 towards this 
goal.

Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies, The 
Montana Coalition in Helena has introduced a 
new awareness campaign: PURPLE Montana. 
Designed to help parents of new babies 
understand a developmental stage that is not 
widely known, infant crying, PURPLE Montana 
provides education on the normal crying curve 
and the dangers of shaking a baby.

The program proposes a new educational 
approach in how parents, caregivers, and 
everyone in the community deal with the 
normalcy of early infant crying and the dangers 
of reacting to an infant’s crying with frustration 
or a lack of patience. The program is based on 
30 years of scientific research on infant crying, 
and the connection between the crying curve 
and the incidence of Shaken Baby Syndrome. 

All infants go through thru an early in 
life crying period, and while some are easily 
soothed, other babies are not. The common 
characteristics of this phase, or period, which 
are better described by the acronym PURPLE.

The acronym reinforces that crying is a 
normal process and not an illness requiring 
medication or a condition that needs treatment. 
Parents, caregivers and educators can now 
access Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies and 
Purple Montana at www.purplemt.org for 
comprehensive information on The Period of 
Purple Crying®, a now recognized period of 
time beginning at about 2 weeks and continuing 
into the 4th month of a newborn’s life. 
Understanding infant crying as a development 
phase is just the beginning in approaching this 
stage in infant behavior and finding coping 
strategies that work while crying is at its peak.

PURPLE Montana starts in the hospital where 
nurse-educators utilize the newly-developed 
booklet and DVD entitled The Period of Purple 
Crying®, that shows the dangers of shaking 
a baby out of frustration, and continues in 
healthcare provider settings such pediatricians’ 
and doctors’ offices. HMHB is building these 
efforts to use The Period of Purple Crying® as 
a tool to educate the parents of all newborns in 
Montana.

For more information on PURPLE contact 
Daylyn Porter at purple@hmhb-mt.org. And to 
get the most up to date information on topics 
of concern to new parents, check out HMHB on 
their website at www.hmhb-mt.org.

P U R P L E
Peak of Unexpected Resists Pain-like Long Evening
Crying  Soothing face Lasting 

Your baby  Crying Your baby A crying Crying can Your baby
may cry  can come may not stop baby may last as much may cry
more each  and go and crying no look like as 5 hours a more in the
week. The  you don’t matter what they are in day, or more late afternoon
most at 2  know why you try pain, even  and evening
months,     when they
then less at    are not
3-5 months 

PURPLE explains the normalcy of prolonged infant crying between 2 weeks and five months of age.

CONGRATULATIONS
BECKY L. RASSI

BOZEMAN DEACONESS HOSPITAL

Becky is the winner in our 
Special Nurses Week Drawing!

She received a backpack, mug, MNA active 
wear shirt and assorted MNA merchandise.
Montana Nurses Association appreciates all 

Nurses and hopes everyone had a wonderful 
Nurses Week
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INTRODUCTION
The Montana Prescription Drug Registry 

(MPDR) is a powerful online tool that gives health 
care providers the ability to examine a detailed 
controlled substance prescription history of for 
each of their patients. The MPDR database currently 
contains all controlled substances prescribed to 
Montana residents since July 1, 2011, and will 
eventually maintain a 3-year history.

We strongly encourage providers to utilize this 
database because the health and safety of your 
patients is at stake when controlled substances 
are prescribed. Prescription drug abuse in this 
country has risen to an alarming rate in the past 
10 to 15 years and the Center for Disease Control 
(CDC) considers this to be an epidemic. In many 
states, the rate of death from prescription overdose 
exceeds the rate of death from illicit drugs, gunshot 
wounds or automobile accidents. In addition, 
many school-age children are using these drugs 
recreationally, and they typically get them from 
the medicine cabinet at home or from friends who 
have done the same thing. While the per-capita rate 
of death from prescription overdose in Montana 
is not the highest in the nation, we are among 
the top 5%. Prescription drug abuse is a very real 
problem in every Montana community, and it affects 
your patients as well as their families and friends. 
Please search the MPDR every time you prescribe a 
controlled substance.

Why is it so hard to register to use the MPDR? 
I don’t have time for this! We realize that our 
registration process may require you to take 15 to 
20 minutes from your busy schedule; however, our 
database contains HIPAA-protected information. 
We must ensure that the person sitting at the other 
end of an anonymous computer connection really 
is authorized to view this data, and the folks who 
make a living by diverting drugs for illegal use are 
typically very computer savvy and know how to 
hack systems. For these reasons, we require that all 
users complete the online training program (about 
10 minutes) and then enter some very specific 
confidential information into our registration 
screens.

The good news is that, once you’ve completed 
the registration process, you will only have to spend 
about a minute of your time to login and conduct 
a patient search. Our online system is easy to use, 
and the “How Do I” link at the top of the web page 
contains tips on how to get the best results from 
your searches.

Is there any way to make the registration 
process easier? Yes, you can reduce the possibility 
of registration errors by following the detailed 
instructions on the flyer that accompanied your 
registration letter. Make sure you enter the 
following information exactly as it appears on the 
registration letter you received from us:

1. Your first, middle and last names.
2. Your license number, including all of the 

letters and dashes that precede the numbers.
3. Your 15-digit Record ID, including the dashes.

Common Questions About The 
Montana	Prescription	Drug	Registry	(MPDR)

I can’t find my MPDR registration letter. 
How can I get a copy? MPDR staff can mail a 
copy of your registration letter to the address 
on your Montana license. We can be reached at 
dlibsdmpdr@mt.gov or 406-841-2240. Please include 
your name, license number and phone number in 
your email or voice mail message.

I entered all of the registration information 
correctly, and I still can’t get in the system. 
What should I do? Please contact MPDR staff at 
dlibsdmpdr@mt.gov or 406-841-2240. We will be 
happy help you resolve any issues and talk you 
through the registration process.

I can’t find my patient’s history in the 
MPDR and I know I’ve prescribed controlled 
substances for them. What’s wrong? There are 
several reasons you may not be able to see the 
information you are expecting to find:

1. Try entering fewer search parameters. For 
example, enter the person’s first initial and last 
name, and leave all of the other parameters 
blank. The MPDR reports information exactly 
as it was given to us by the dispensing 
pharmacy, and it is very common for two 
pharmacies to have different variations on 
one patient’s name. Someone named Tom 
Smith may appear in the MPDR as Tom Smith, 
Thomas Smith or Thomas B. Smith. When this 
happens, you’ll need to examine the history 
for all of the Tom Smiths who have the correct 
birthdate.

2. When you entered your search parameters, 
did you limit history to the last 6 months, or 
did you select a longer timeframe? 6 months 
of history is the system default, and if the 
prescriptions you expect to see were written 
prior to that date, then you should change 
the related search parameter. This means that 
last month’s refill of a prescription written 9 
months ago will NOT appear on a 6-month 
search.

3. How many search results are you displaying 
on your screen? If there is a long list of 
patients that meet your search criteria, or 
a long list of prescriptions for your patient, 
the information you are looking for may not 
appear on page 1 of the search results.

I suspect that my patient may be doing 
something illegal. How should I handle the 
situation? Illegal patient activities include diverting 
prescription drugs for sale on the street, as well 
as misrepresenting the number of prescriptions 
received from other providers. If, based upon the 
information you find in the MPDR, you decline to 
prescribe or refill for the patient, you are protected 
from related lawsuits under §37-7-1507 (2) MCA.

1. If the patient is in your office and you or your 
staff feel threatened by the individual, you 
should call 911 for immediate assistance.

2. You can contact one of the law enforcement 
officers listed on our information page at 
www.mpdrinfo.mt.gov.

3. You can contact your local drug task force by 
calling 911 and asking to speak with, or leave 
a message for, your local drug task force.

I looked at My Prescribing History and 
found prescriptions for people who are not my 
patients. What should I do? A number of Montana 
health care providers have identified prescription 
forgeries by examining their own prescribing 
history in the MPDR. If you find questionable 
information in your prescribing history, you can do 
the following:

4. Contact the dispensing pharmacy and verify 
the accuracy of the information they reported 
to the MPDR.

5. If the information in the MPDR is accurate, 
you can contact one of the law enforcement 
officers listed on our information page at 
www.mpdrinfo.mt.gov.

6. You can contact your local drug task force by 
calling 911 and asking to speak with, or leave 
a message for, your local drug task force.

Now 
Hiring...

•	EMERGENCY	DEPARTMENT	MANAGER	

•	EMERGENCY	ROOM	REGISTERED	NURSE

St. John’s Lutheran Hospital is a 25-bed, state-of-the-
art critical access hospital located in one of the most 
beautiful forests in North America. We offer excellent 
compensation and benefits, and a chance to enjoy your 
time off pursuing fishing, hiking, skiing, bicycling and 
many more recreational activities. If interested, contact 
Erin Leighty in Human Resources.

406-283-7168
350	Louisiana	Ave.	•	Libby,	MT	59923

Fax:	405-293-4997	•	E-mail:	eleig@sjlh.com

www.sjlh.com
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

LOOKING FOR AN ADVENTURE?
Welcome to ALASKA!

Come to the land of the midnight sun and northern lights!
Join the North Slope Borough Health Department Public Health 

Nursing Program. We serve Barrow and 5 other villages across the 
North Slope which has a total population of approximately 9200. 

We are looking for an adventure minded individual who loves 
public health and will fill the position of Public Health Coordinator, 

supervising a staff of 6 individuals and promoting population-based 
public health across the Slope!

EXCELLENT	BENEFIT	PACKAGE	AVAILABLE!

Questions?	Interested	in	Applying?
Contact: Julie A. Serstad, Deputy Director

Barrow, Alaska 99723
Ph:	(907)	852-0366	•	Fax:	(907)	852-0389

The North Slope Borough requires all applicants complete an 
NSB	job	application	and	cover	sheet	which	can	be	found	at:

http://agency.governmentjobs.com/northslope
or http://north-slope.org
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National News

AANP Region 8 & 10 Meeting
By Heather Sand, APRN

Council on Advanced Practice, Chair Elect

Pictured left to right: 
Jan Towers (Senior 
Policy Advisor), Penny 
Jensen (Immediate 
past President), 
Angie Golden (AANP 
President), Gwen 
Witzel (Region 8 
Director), Tay Kopanos 
(VP State Government 
Affairs), Cathy 
Arvidson (Region 10 
director).

On March 9th, leaders from Region 8 and 10 met with the AANP leadership 
team in Salt Lake City to discuss important issues surrounding Nurse 
Practitioners and current topics that are unfolding in the legislative arena. 
The Leadership meeting objectives were: 1. Connect with NP leaders active 
in healthcare policy. 2. Discuss policy issues that impact profession and our 
patients. 3. Create strategies for effective policy advocacy and engagement. 
One exciting discussion was in regard to NP’s moving toward “full-practice 
authority.” Only 16 states and DC have complete autonomous practice 
regulations for assessing, diagnosing, treating, and prescribing. Thirteen states 
are currently in legislation trying to move toward full-practice authority. A 
problem we currently face is the fact there are so many legislative members 
that do not know what we do as nurse practitioners. It is the goal of AANP 
that by the year 2020 90% or more of the public and legislators will know that 
NPs promote health, prescribe medications, order and interpret diagnostic tests, 
and treat patients with acute and chronic health conditions. Each state also 
presented the issues they are facing in the legislative arena and in their states. It 
seems, however, that we are all have the same goal: moving forward, letting our 
voices be heard, and shaping the future for advanced practice nursing.

An important component of being a member of an organization is the ability 
to vote and have a say in which direction the organization will head. AANP 
currently has over 40,000 members. Out of that number, only 2,500 vote. How 
can we expect change without taking advantage of the opportunity to have a 
voice? NPs are the only growing primary care workforce. In order for changes 
to be made that will benefit our profession, our patients, and ourselves, we 
need to band together and let our voices be heard. I had always wanted to be 
more involved with MNA, but thought I never had the time. I paid my license 
renewal fee and member dues in a robotic manner for many years....until 
I attended an annual MNA conference. It was eye opening to see how much 
love goes into every decision made on behalf of nurses. I encourage you to 
become involved in your organization, run for an office, and definitely attend 
conferences, whether on a national or state level. It is amazing what goes on 
behind the scenes to keep our profession moving forward.

Student Nurses

National Student Nurses 
Association Educates Student

Nurses at 61st Annual 
Convention

Kaycee Cooley, MSNA President 2012-13

In the beginning of April, over 2,500 student nurses gathered in Charlotte, 
North Carolina for five days in order to grow, learn, and network to develop 
their nursing careers. Among them there were nine Montana students from 
the current and past Montana Student Nurses Association (MSNA) state board. 
Montana State University, Montana State University – Northern, and Miles 
Community College were represented. The conference theme was HEALTHY: 
Healing, Enlightening and Loving the Healthy You! We attended an eight 
hour NCLEX review, keynote and endnote speakers, plenary sessions, and 
a multitude of focus sessions. Three students also participated in the House 
of Delegates. Dean of the UCLA School of Nursing, Dr. Courtney Lyder ND, 
ScD(Hon), FAAN, started off the conference with a keynote address that 
inspired students and faculty to stay strong when faced with adversity, always 
seek the positive in every situation, and to follow every dream. Dr. Lyder 
reminded us that “If you have a vision, but not an action plan, it’s called 
delusional thinking.” Dr. Lyder’s speech instantly stirred up our excitement 
and eagerness to learn; we were ready to take on the busy week and take in 
as much knowledge as possible. Focus sessions ranging from pharmacology, 
putting power in your memory, and emergency nursing were offered along 
with much more. The conference proved to be a very educational experience 
that kept all nine of us on our toes and motivated to bring information back 
to our fellow Montana nurses. It is impressive to us how an event like this 
can bring us back to reality, bring us back to why we chose to go to nursing 
school in the first place. We can be removed from our busy schedules with 
homework, family, and work for a small amount of time in order to remember 
why we chose to care for people on a daily basis and what a profound impact 
we can have. One quote from the Leadership Is Not Case Sensitive plenary 
session continues to be a reminder for me. “Nursing puts us in touch with 
being human. Without even asking, we are invited into the inner spaces of 
other people’s existence. For where there is loneliness, suffering, the tolerable 
pain of cure, or the solitary pain of permanent change, there is a need for the 
kind of human service we call Nursing.” 

MSNA would like to extend a sincere thank you to MNA for their support 
over the past year, and at our state and national conference. Our organization 
has been growing stronger, and we are very excited about our evolving 
relationship with MNA.
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Dedicated RNs & LPNs
This 40-bed skilled nursing and rehab 
center is seeking qualified nursing staff to 
join our caring team. Competitive wages 
and benefits. Please email resume to 
jcarr@empres.com or call Jeannette at  
406-741-2992 for further consideration.

EOE.

Photo: Sheridan Travel & Tourism EOE/AAP

Work with a dynamic team! 
Sheridan Memorial Hospital is 

recruiting for Registered Nurses in a 
variety of departments. 

We’re a growing organization with 
excellent opportunities. Ideal candidates 
are detail-oriented, organized, critically 
thinking in a fast-paced environment, 
effective communicators & provide 
excellent customer service. Positions 
require current Wyoming Registered 
Nurse license. 

We offer extremely generous benefits:
 Health Insurance
 Retirement
 Paid–Time Off
 Sign-On Bonuses Negotiable

Living at the base of the Big Horn Mountains 
offers a beautiful setting with four seasons & 
unlimited recreational opportunities. Superb 
fishing, hiking, bicycling, backpacking, 
boating & hunting are right out the back 
door.

Sheridan Memorial Hospital
1401 W. 5th St., Sheridan, WY 82801

For more information & to apply, please visit 
our website www.sheridanhospital.org

REEL IN A NEW CAREER

2827 Fort Missoula Rd. • Missoula, MT 59804 • (406) 728-4100

www.communitymed.orgEOE

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
RNs, LPNs – Statewide
PCAs, CNAs – Greater Missoula
  area, Helena, Billings,   
 Ravalli Co.

For more information 
contact us today!

 Missoula Helena Billings
 406-549-8059 406-442-6755 406-969-2846

Flathead Valley Community College in Kalispell, MT 
seeks applicants for the positions of

•	 Nursing	Instructor
•	 Nursing	Lab/Clinical	Coordinator	

Screenings will begin immediately.
For more information about these positions access the 
FVCC Web site at www.fvcc.edu or call 406-756-3804.  
AA/EEO

Advanced Care Hospital of Montana provides advanced long-term 
acute care, including high observation/critical care, for patients who 
require time to heal from catastrophic injury or illness.

•	 Minimum	of	1	year	full-time	Critical	Care	experience	or	2	years	of
	 full-time	Hospital	experience.
•	ACLS	preferred	and	CPR/BLS	certification	required

Fax resume to (406)373-8272 or email to wrightl@ernesthealth.com

Seeking Full-time and PRN Critical Care Nurses

Procedures For Objecting Non-Members To File With 
MNA Objections As To The Expenditures Of Dues For 
Purposes Not Germane To Collective Bargaining Process 

This notice is for all employees working under a Montana 
Nurses’ Association collective-bargaining agreement that contains 
a union security clause. A union security clause requires, as a 
condition of employment, that an employee pay MNA membership 
dues and fees. MNA membership is a valuable asset for working 
nurses. 

Federal and state labor laws grant employers and union 
the right to enter into agreements requiring workers to join 
and maintain their membership in a union as a condition of 
employment. This right is consistent with the democratic principle 
of majority rule and it ensures that everyone who benefits from a 
union’s representation shares the union’s financial support. 

Over the years, the courts and administrative agencies that 
enforce the labor laws have limited the enforcement of union 
security clauses. Specifically, the U.S. Supreme Court has held 
that individuals covered by a collective-bargaining agreement 
containing a union security clause may not be required to join 
the union and may only be required to pay that percentage of full 
union dues and fees that are germane to the collective bargaining 
process. In other words, workers can be required to financially 
support a union but they cannot be required join the union and 
they can only be required to pay that percentage of the union’s 
customary dues and fees that is germane to the union’s role as the 
collective-bargaining representative.

MNA spends the vast majority of its funds on activities related 
to the representation of its members. These expenditures are 
considered to be germane to the collective-bargaining process and 
must be paid for by all individuals working under MNA contracts 
containing union security clause language. MNA also has spent 
funds on activities such organizing new bargaining units and 
legislative lobbying. MNA believes that money spent on these 
activities advances one of our fundamental purposes – nurses 
helping nurses to better their lives. However, the U.S. Supreme 
Court does not consider these activities to be germane to the 
collective-bargaining process.

Employees employed under a contract containing a union 
security clause who choose not be join MNA or who resign their 

membership from MNA lose benefits, rights and privileges to 
which they would have been or were entitled to as MNA members. 
For example, these employees lose the right to vote on the 
acceptance of agreements negotiated with their employer, the right 
to vote on any dues increase, and the right to run and vote in the 
election of MNA officers. They lose the right to attend, speak and 
vote at any MNA meeting.

In short, non-members elect to give up important rights, 
benefits and privileges. Moreover, it is illegal for an employer to 
compensate such workers in any way for the loss of these valuable 
rights. However, non-member are still members of the collective-
bargaining unit in which they work, they are entitled to the 
benefits of the collective-bargaining agreement covering their 
employment and MNA and its officers and employees will provide 
them with the representation required by the law.

Individuals employed under a union security clause maintain 
the right to object to being a member of MNA and may resign their 
membership at any time. However, those who either object to ever 
being a member or who were once members and then later resign 
must pay MNA an amount equal to the percentage of dues paid 
my members of MNA which are germane to collective bargaining 
process. That percentage includes the expenditures necessarily 
or reasonably incurred for the purpose of performing the duties 
of an exclusive representative of the employees in dealing with 
the employer or labor-management issues including not only the 
direct costs of negotiating and administering collective-bargaining 
contracts and of settling grievances and disputes, but also the 
expenses of activities or undertakings normally or reasonably 
employed to implement or effectuate the duties of MNA as the 
exclusive representative of the employees in a bargaining unit. 
The percentage of nonchargeable expenses for MNA which will be 
effective for the months of May 2013 through April 2014 is based 
on the experience from the 2012 calendar year. In other words, 
those who are covered by a collective-bargaining agreement 
containing a union security clause and who elect not be members 
and who elect to pay the reduced fee must pay the fair share % 
of the dues assessed members of MNA employed in the same 
bargaining unit.

In addition to other avenues of relief available under the law, 
a non-member may challenge MNA’s classification or calculation 
of expenditures used by MNA to determine the percentage of 

chargeable expenses germane to the collective-bargaining process 
before a neutral arbitrator appointed by the American Arbitration 
Association pursue to its Rules for Impartial Determination 
of Union Fees. Any objection a non-member makes may be 
coordinated or consolidated with other objections from other non-
members before a single arbitrator.

In such a challenge, MNA has to justify its calculations and 
determinations. All hearings will be conducted in Helena or 
Clancy, Montana. The arbitrator’s fees and expenses will be paid 
by MNA. However, an objector will have to pay his for his or 
her own expenses and the fees, costs and expenses of his or her 
witnesses and attorneys.

Once a written objection is received from an individual, 
MNA will adhere to the rules established by the courts and by 
the administrative agencies that enforce the labor laws as to the 
handling of the objector’s fees until the arbitrator has issued his or 
her ruling. Generally, the objector must pay the fees as determined 
by MNA’s calculations. Those fees will be placed in a separate 
interest bearing account. If the arbitrator’s decision increases 
the percentage of non-chargeable expenditures, the appropriate 
portion of the fees will be refunded to the objector, plus interest 
earned. All reduced service fee payers will then pay the adjusted 
amount as determined by the arbitrator. If the arbitrator’s decision 
approves the MNA’s calculation, no adjustment will be made in 
the amount of the fee and the total fees paid and placed in the 
separate interest-bearing account will be released to MNA.

Individuals who choose to file objections to MNA’s fee 
calculations must file the objection in writing addressed to MNA, 
Montana City Montana Clancy, Montana 59634. The written 
objection must include the objectors name, address, phone 
number, social security number, employer and work location. 
In order for MNA to understand the nature of the objector’s 
challenge, the objector is urged to also include a brief statement 
concerning the nature of the objection, including the objector’s 
opinion as to the appropriate percentage for non-chargeable 
expenses. This requirement to file a letter of objection and request 
for a hearing is an annual requirement. Objection will not be 
presumed. Agency fee payers who do not file a timely notice of 
objection shall be deemed to have waived any right to a hearing 
to challenge the estimated percentage of reduction of that year’s 
agency fee.
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Devils	Lake,	ND		•		701.662.2131

OR Manager
BSN & CNOR preferred. 
Minimum 3 years OR experience. 
$15,000 Sign-on Bonus!

FT OR-RN/Surgery
2 years previous OR experience preferred. 
$10,000 Sign-on Bonus!

ER-RN
Previous ER experience required. $5,000 
Sign-on Bonus!

VP of Patient Care Services
As a member of the Senior Management 
Team will act on behalf of the Administrator 
in his/her absence and be responsible 
for the planning, organization, and 
administration for the entire department of 
nursing. Previous supervisory experience is 
required. Sign-on Bonus!

For further information contact
Human Resources
Mercy Hospital, 1031 7th ST NE,
Devils Lake, ND 58301

 Competitive salary and benefit package
 Relocation assistance
 Retirement and Tax Sheltered 403B Plans

Phone (701) 662-9717 • Fax (701) 662-9681

www.mercyhospitaldl.com

Committed to Providing Excellence in
Rural Community Healthcare.

 

DMHC offers a variety of rewarding career opportunities for Nurses. 
DMHC is a 24 Bed Critical Access Hospital with a Rural Health Care Clinic, 
30 Bed Nursing Home, and 24 hour ER Care located in Scobey, Montana.

Competitive Benefits & Sign On Bonus Available!
For more information, please contact our Human Resources Manager 

at 406-487-2296 extension 257 or e-mail your questions 
to careers@danielsmemorialhealthcare.org.

Daniels Memorial Healthcare Center

You’re a nurse because you care. You want to make a difference. Malpractice claims 
could possibly ruin your career and your financial future. You always think of others. 
Now it’s time to think about yourself. Set up your own malpractice safety net.

 •  You need malpractice insurance because . . .
   -  you have recently started, or may soon start a new job.
   -  you are giving care outside of your primary work setting.
   -  it provides access to attorney representation with your best interests in mind.
   -  claims will not be settled without your permission.
 •  ANA recommends personal malpractice coverage for every practicing nurse. 
 • As an ANA member, you may qualify for one of four ways to save 10% on 
  your premium. 
This is your calling. Every day you help others because you care. You’re making a 
difference. Personal malpractice insurance helps protect your financial future so you 
can go on making a difference.

800.503.9230  
for more information  

www.proliability.com/60482

Administered by Marsh U.S. Consumer, a service of Seabury & Smith, Inc. Underwritten by Liberty Insurance Underwriters Inc., 
a member company of Liberty Mutual Insurance, 55 Water Street, New York, New York 10041. May not be available in all states. 
Pending underwriter approval. 

CA Ins. Lic. # 0633005  •  AR Ins. Lic. # 245544  
d/b/a in CA Seabury & Smith Insurance Program Management

PATIENT CARE IS YOUR PRIORITY.
PROTECTING YOUR 
FUTURE IS OURS.

60482, 60488, 60494, 60497, 60514, 60520, 
60532, 60541, 60544, 61241, 61242, 61243, 

61244, 61246 (5/13) ©Seabury & Smith, Inc. 2013

Welcome to Wyoming Behavioral Institute, a 90-bed acute care 
psychiatric hospital in Casper, Wyoming, specializing in the 
treatment of children, adolescents and adults.

Our philosophy is intensity of service with a true patient focus.

We believe in providing the highest quality treatment services 
available for long-term healing and improved quality of life.

If you have a commitment to service excellence, join our team today!

• RNs • LPNs
New	Grads	Welcome!

We offer excellent compensation and full benefits package. The 
state of Wyoming has no state income tax! Interested applicants 
please visit our website and apply online today!

www.wbihelp.com
Wyoming Behavioral Institute has been accredited by the Joint 
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations 
(JCAHO) and is licensed by the State of Wyoming’s Department of 
Health.

Wyoming Behavioral Institute is owned, managed and 
operated by a subsidiary of Universal Health Services, 
Inc., one of the largest providers of high-quality 
healthcare in the nation.

Now Recruiting!

Prairie Travelers
The Premier Healthcare Staffing Solution

ATTENTION
MONTANA & NORTH DAKOTA

RNs, LPNs, Certified Medication Aides 
and Certified Nurse Aides!

Are you interested in an exciting career
as a traveling nurse professional?

Prairie Travelers is an agency specializing in the
temporary placement of nurses, medication aides and 

certified nursing assistants. We offer competitive wages 
and flexible work assignments in hospital, nursing home, 

correctional and mental health facilities throughout
Montana and North Dakota! 

Excellent wages and multiple bonus opportunities!

For an application or more information,
Please call 406-228-9541 or visit us online at

www.prairietravelers.com


